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For the purpose of illustration the device . .
To all who? ?? ??? ???cern:

Beit known that. I, SIDNEY S. GRIFFIN,
a citizen of the United States, residing at
Detroit, in the county of Wayne and State
5 of Michigan, have invented certain new and
useful Improvements...in Sleigh Attachments
for
Motor-Driven Vehicles, of which
the fol
lowing is a specification.
This invention: relates to sled runner at
O tachment for motor driven vehicles, and has
for one of its objects to simplify and improve
the construction and increase the efficiency
and utility of devices of this character.
Another object of the invention is to pro
vide a device of this character including, a
novel arrangement of the runners whereby
they are kept clean from the accumulations
of Snow and whereby in coaction with ice or
snow engaging tractor wheels a certain
amount of gathered snow will be held in po
sition to operate as an anti-skid element,

to
Prevent lateral displacement ·of the
vehic e.
· ·
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With these and other objects in view the
invention consists in certain novel features
of construction as hereinafter shown and de
scribed and then specifically pointed out in
the claims, and in the drawings illustrative
of the preferred embodiment of the inven
tionFigure 1 is a plan view of the running
gear of a conventional motor driven vehicle
including the front and rear axles, with the
improvement applied.
.
Figure 2 is a side elevation of the parts
shown in Figure 1.
:- .. : - : Figure 3 is an enlarged side elevation,
partly in section, of one of the rear runners
and its traction wheel and operating mecha
nism.
. .
... . . .
.. ...
Figure 4 is a longitudinal section on the
line 4-4 of Figure 3.
?. . . ?. . .. . . :
;
Figure 5 is an enlarged side elevation of
one of the forward runners partly in section.
Figure 6 is an enlarged plan view of the

is shown applied to the supporting frame
of a conventional motor driven vehicle, and
including the rear or driven axle casing 10
having the terminal journals 11, the usual
ands 12. The forward axle is repre

sented at 13 with its journals 14 and coupled
to the rear axle casing 10 by the usualtie

rods 15. The casing for the differential gear 65

i?shaft
represented
at 16 and a part of the drive
housing at 17.

... Each of the forward runners is formed in

two portions 18, and 19 curving upwardly
toward the front and united in close prox
imity at 20 to an upper horizontal rail 21,

70

the two parts of the runner diverging or
spreading toward the rear, as shown, so that
as the runners are drawn over the Snow they

will automatically I clear, themselves of ac
cumulations of snow, and the latter pre

75

vented from clogging the runners.
Another advantage gained by forming the i.

runners each in two parts is that the runners 80
are thereby effectually prevented from skid
ding or slipping laterally, as the grip on
the snow against lateral movement is thereby
materially increased.
Mounted on each of the rails 21 is a bear- ?
ing 22 to receive the journals 14 of the for
ward axle mechanism.

.

. .. . . . . . .

Extending between the runner portions 18
and 19 and the rails 21 are substantially ver
tical stays 23 in spaced relation, each outer

pair of the stays being connected by a guide
rod 24. Slidable on each guide rod is a
tubular spacer member 25, and journaled
upon the rods are transverse stay bars 26, the
bars being maintained in spaced relation by

the tubular spacer members 25, while at the
same time, each pair of spacer rods are mov

90

95

able longitudinally of the runners to a cer-,

tain extent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Each of the bars 26 is pierced intermediate
the ends with a longitudinal slot 27, and
loosely engaging through these slots is a
forward ruinners in section on line 6-6 -o holding bar 28 having stops 29 in the ends
Figure 5. .
..
.. ..
:
externally of the outer faces of the bars 25.
Figure 7 is a plan view of the rear runners, By this means a certain degree of looseness
partly in section.
?? ?.???, ?? ? ?? or, play, is provided for between the runners,
The improved device comprises in general to prevent cramping or binding in event of
a pair of coupled forward runners having the steering knuckles being turned abnor
bearings whereby they may be mounted on mally to the right or left. . . . .
the journals of the forward axle, and a pair ... By this means the forward runners may
of coupled runners having bearings whereby be turned to the right or left to the required
they may be coupled to the rear axle of a extent to steer, the vehicle in the same man
motor driven vehicle. . . . . . .

60

ner as when the tractor wheels are in posi
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tion on the journals of the forward axle, but
will be prevented by the checking action of
the member 28 and its spaced stops 29 from
abnormal lateral movement.
The rear runners are substantially the
same in outline as the forward runners and
, each comprises two portions 30 and 31 curv
ing upwardly toward the front and united
in close proximity at 32 to an upper hori
10 zontal rail 33, the two parts of the runners
diverging or spreading toward the rear in
the same manner as the forward runners and
for the same purpose, as before described.
In the rear runner construction the upper
15 rail 33 is stopped short of the lower or Snow
engaging portions 30 and 31 and is turned
down in two portions as represented at 34
and 35 and riveted or otherwise secured to
the runner members 30 and 31 as represented
at 36 and 37.
Supported by rivets or the like as shown
at 38 and 29 to the runner members 30 and
31 near the rear, are housings in which the
tractor
devices are mounted. Each housing
25 comprises side walls 40 and 41 and connect
ing top portions 42 and each supported by a
brace 43 from the shortened rail 33, as
shown. The bearings 44 for the rear axle
journals 11 are mounted on the braces 43,
30 and also mounted respectively on the jour
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each wheel 55 and between the walls of the

housing, is a relatively small chain wheel 59
over which and the wheels 46 endless chains
60 operate.
By this means the motion of the rear axle 70
journal is imparted to the tractor wheels,
and the latter held yieldably in the down
ward and operative position.
As the vehicle is moved forwardly the ro
tating tractor wheels engaging the snow or s
ice between the diverging runner members
30 and 31, force the vehicle forwardly while
at the same time the snow gathering be
tween the rearwardly diverging runners ef 80
fectually prevents “skidding' or undue lat
eral movement by increasing the lateral re
sistance to the movement of the runners.
The improved device is simple in con
struction, can be manufactured of any suit 85
able material and of any required size and
adapted to vehicles of various sizes from the
heaviest trucks to the lightest runabouts.
The preferred embodiment of the inven
tion is disclosed in the drawings and set 90
forth in the specification, but it will be un
derstood that modifications within the scope
of the claimed invention may be made in the
construction without departing from the
principle of the invention or sacrificing any
of its advantages.
nals 11 are chain wheels 45 and 46.
Having thus described the invention what
Attached to the outer faces of the side is claimed as new is:
walls 40 and 41 of the tractor wheel housings 1. In a sleigh attachment for motor driv
are reinforcing plates 47 and 48, the latter en vehicles, runner devices having means
having downwardly opening slots 49 and 50 adapted to support said runner devices on 00
axle journals of the vehicle, each runner
which register with corresponding slots 51 the
including a Snow engaging portion
and 52 in the housing walls 40 and 41, as device
formed of two parts diverging toward the
represented in Figure 4.
whereby the runners are self clearing
A stay 53 is attached to the downturned rear,
and prevented from lateral displacement or 05
portions 34 of the forward runners, and op skidding.
??
erates to rigidly support the latter from lat
2.
In
a
sleigh
attachment
for
motor
driv
eral displacement.
A shaft 54 extends through the register en vehicles, runner devices adapted to sup
port the axle journals of the vehicle and .
ing slots in the housings as shown more each
including a Snow engaging portion 10
clearly in Figure 4 and carries a tractor
formed
of two parts diverging toward the
wheel 55, preferably toothed, and extending
through the space between the runner mem rear, a tractor wheel carried by each runner
bers 30 and 31. By this arrangement the and engaging the Snow between the diverg
tractor wheels can be adjusted vertically but ing runner parts, and means adapted to op 15
are held from forward or rearward move erate the tractor wheels from the rear axle
of the vehicle.
.. .
ment by the walls of the slots.
Engaging each of the shafts 54 at oppo 3. In a sleigh attachment for motor driv
vehicles, runner devices adapted to sup
site sides of the wheels 55 are yoke devices en
the axle journals of the vehicle and
56, and from the upper end of each yoke a port
guide stud 57 extends through the adjacent each including a Snow engaging portion 20
formed of two parts diverging toward the
top 43 of the housing. The tractor wheels rear,
a housing supported by the diverging
operate respectively between the walls of the
yoke devices with the hubs of the tractor runner parts and provided with vertical
wheel engaging the inner faces of the same, guide slots, shafts slidable and rotative in
said slots, a tractor wheel carried by each 25
as shown in Fig. 4.
A relatively strong spring 58 surrounds shaft and extending between said runner
parts, and means adapted to operate the
each of the guide studs 57 and exerts their tractor
wheels from the rear axle of the
force to hold the wheels 55 yieldably in motor driven
vehicle.
lower or operative position.
Mounted on each of the shafts 54 next to 4. In a sleigh attachment for motor driv 30
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3.

en vehicles, runner devices adapted to Sup en vehicles, runner devices adapted to sup 15
port the axle journals of the vehicle and port the axle journals of the vehicle, a hous
each including a snow engaging portion ing supported by said runner parts and pro
formed of two parts diverging toward the vided with vertical guide slots, shafts slid
rear, a housing supported by the diverging able and rotative in said slots, a tractor
runner parts and provided with vertical wheel carried by each shaft, a yoke device
engaging said shaft and having a guide 20
guide slots, shafts slidable and rotative in stud
extending slidably through said hous
said slots, a tractor wheel carried by each
shaft and extending between said runner ing, and a tension spring between said hous
0 parts, a yoke device engaging said shaft, and ing and yoke device.
means for yieldably supporting said yoke In testimony whereof, I affix my signature
| hereto.
device relative to said housing.
SIDNEY S. GRIFFIN.
5. In a sleigh attachment for motor driv

